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download or anything you do with it. If
you do not know what you are doing,
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and in no way distribute or sell.Q: Angular
1.5.7 - $http.get() with cross origin gives
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error I am trying to use $http.get() to get
a cross origin JSON from the word cloud
API. The Word Cloud API does support
cross origin requests, but is not working
when trying to make a request. It returns
the following error: XMLHttpRequest
cannot load Origin is not allowed by
Access-Control-Allow-Origin. I have tried
two different solutions to the problem:
Inspecting the HTTP headers with the
browser (or firebug) Enabling CORS in the
Word Cloud API Is there anything I missed
when setting up the Angular server
request? Here are my CORS headers, as
captured by firebug A: There is a
repository project that is serving accesscontrol-allow-origin. I wanted to see this
working, so I made a few changes to the
project to make it work. The bottom line,
change module.js from
angular.module('plunker', ['ngResource'])
To angular.module('plunker',
['ngResource']) Although this solution is
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good, it is open to manipulation by a
malicious user. You would be better
served with your own CORS servers which
is a topic for another question and answer
on SO. The American Petroleum Institute,
the main trade association for the U.S. oil
and natural gas industries, took a hard
line in response to legislation 6d1f23a050
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